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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

On June 19, 2014, the above-captioned claim was heard in Little Rock, Arkansas.

A prehearing conference took place on March 31, 2014.  A prehearing order entered that

same day pursuant to the conference was admitted without objection as Commission

Exhibit 1.  At the hearing, the parties confirmed that the stipulations, issues, and respective

contentions, as amended, were properly set forth in the order.

Stipulations

The parties discussed the stipulation set forth in Commission Exhibit 1.  It is the

following, which I accept:

1. This claim has been controverted in its entirety.
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Issues

At the hearing, the parties discussed the issues set forth in Commission Exhibit 1.

Claimant withdrew the issue concerning whether he was entitled to benefits under Ark.

Code Ann. § 11-9-505(a) (Repl. 2012).  The following were litigated:

1. Whether Claimant was an employee or an independent contractor.

2. Whether Claimant sustained a compensable injury to his right hand.

3. When did Claimant provide notice of his alleged injury?

4. Whether Claimant is entitled to reasonable and necessary medical

treatment.

5. Whether Claimant is entitled to temporary total disability benefits.

6. Whether Claimant is entitled to a controverted attorney’s fee.

All other issues have been reserved.

Contentions

The respective contentions of the parties are as follows:

Claimant:

1. Claimant contends that he sustained a compensable injury to his right hand

on or about November 1, 2013, and became unable to work as of that date

due to his work injury.

2. Claimant contends that he is thus entitled to temporary total disability

benefits from November 1, 2013 until a yet-to-be determined date.

3. In the alternative to open ended temporary total disability benefits, if it is

determined at the time of hearing that Claimant has already reached
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maximum medical improvement, that he is entitled to benefits under Ark.

Code Ann. § 11-9-505(a) (Repl. 2012).

4. Claimant contends that he is entitled to medical treatment relative to his work

injuries.

5. This claim has been controverted in its entirety; and, thus, Claimant’s

attorney is entitled to payment of maximum statutory attorney fees on all

controverted benefits.

6. All other issues are reserved.

Respondents:

1. Respondents contend that the claimant was an independent contractor and

not an employee at the time of the claimed injury.

2. The claimant did not sustain a compensable injury within the course and

scope of his employment.

3. The claimant failed to timely report an injury.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

After reviewing the record as a whole, including medical reports, documents, and

other matters properly before the Commission, and having had an opportunity to hear the

testimony of the witnesses and to observe their demeanor, I hereby make the following

findings of fact and conclusions of law in accordance with Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-704

(Repl. 2012):

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction over this

claim.

2. The stipulations set forth above are reasonable and are hereby accepted.
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3. The evidence preponderates that Claimant was an employee of Respondent

Matt Foster Construction, LLC.

4. Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that he sustained

a compensable injury in the form of a puncture wound to his right small finger

on November 1, 2013.  He has also proven by a preponderance of the

evidence that the inflammation and infection of his right hand and small

finger, which necessitated surgery, were compensable consequences of his

compensable injury.

5. The evidence preponderates that Respondents had notice of Claimant’s

compensable injury on the date it occurred, November 1, 2013.

6. Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that all of the

treatment of his compensable injuries that is in evidence was reasonable and

necessary.

7. Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that he is entitled

to return to Dr. Chris Stewart for additional reasonable and necessary

medical treatment of his compensable injuries.

8. Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that he is entitled

to temporary total disability benefits from November 5, 2013 to a date yet to

be determined.

9. Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that he is entitled

to a controverted attorney’s fee under Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-715 (Repl.

2012).
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CASE IN CHIEF

Summary of Evidence

The witnesses at the hearing were Claimant, Curtis King, Marcus Nixon and Matt

Foster.  Claimant also testified via deposition.

In addition to the prehearing order discussed above, the exhibits admitted into

evidence in this case are Claimant’s Exhibit 1, a compilation of his medical records,

consisting of one index page and 16 numbered pages thereafter; Respondents’ Exhibit 1,

including tax documents, Claimant’s certificate of non-coverage, and his Form AR-C,

consisting of two index pages and 19 numbered pages thereafter; and Respondents’

Exhibit 2, the transcript of the April 11, 2014 deposition of Claimant, consisting of 76

numbered pages.

Testimony.  Called by Claimant, Curtis King testified that he worked for Matt Foster

(“Foster”) for a two-week period in 2013.  He was a carpenter for two renovation jobs in

downtown Little Rock:  one at 315 North Main Street, and the other at 500 North Main

Street.  His paycheck was from Respondent Matt Foster Construction LLC (“Foster

Construction”), and he was paid $10.00 per hour.  Withholding was taken from his

paycheck on alternate weeks.  King related that he used his personal hand tools on the

job; but Foster furnished additional tools that included a table saw.  He stated that he was

instructed to work from 7:00 a.m. to 3:30 to 4:00 p.m.  Foster did not engage his services

for a specific number of days or weeks; the period of time he was to work was indefinite.

According to King, Foster gave him instructions on a daily basis concerning when, how,

and how to perform his carpentry job.  But on cross-examination, he clarified that he was

hired to put down floors, and that he did not need to be told how to do this.
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In his testimony, King stated that he came into contact with Claimant while working

on the two renovation jobs in question.  Claimant’s jobs included building walls and tying

steel.  King did not know to whom Claimant reported or the arrangement Claimant had with

Foster or any other person or entity, but he stated that the two punched the same time

clock.  He also was not aware of how or by whom Claimant was paid.  King also admitted

that he did not know when Claimant was injured, adding that he did not learn of this until

March or April of 2014.  King was not privy to any discussions that Claimant may have had

with Foster, Bruce Reed or Scott Reed.

Called by Claimant, Marcus Mixon testified that he went to work for Foster

Construction in late July or early August of 2013.  While he is still working on the same

project–the renovation of 524 North Main Street–he now works for Jeff Reed.  He has also

worked at 315 North Main Street.  Describing his job, he stated:  “I do all kinds of

carpent[ry], mostly driving the forklift, cleanup, just the basics.”  Asked how he was initially

hired, Mixon responded:  “I just went upstairs and I filled out an application and talked to

Bruce, and Bruce hired me on.”  Notwithstanding his initial belief that he would be working

for Bruce Reed, Mixon learned otherwise when he received his first paycheck, which was

drawn on the account of Foster Construction.  Like Claimant and King, he punched a time

clock.  Mixon was paid by the hour and worked from 7:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.  When he

worked later, he was still paid “straight time.”  His checks had withholding taken from them

for, inter alia, taxes.  But he was not aware of how Claimant was paid or whether

withholding was taken out of his paycheck.
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Asked about tools, Mixon replied:

Well, we used our tools, we used his tools.  You’ve got to come with an
apron and hammer, tape measure, stuff like that, but all the other stuff that
we needed, he had . . . [w]ell, like I didn’t come with no Sawza[ll], I didn’t
come with no drills, and stuff like that, in case you needed stuff like that, just
the basic tools you need to run a job, but the only thing we really needed was
a hammer and tape measure and a tool belt, and the rest of it was already
there.  Whatever you need to, you know, do carpenter work with.

He has not worked for anyone else while working on these renovation jobs.

Mixon did not witness Claimant’s injury.  Asked how he became aware of it, he

responded that Claimant came to him that same day on the job and informed him that he

had dropped a pipe on his hand or finger.  No one else was present during their

conversation.  Mixon stated that this occurred on a Friday, and the following occurred three

days later:

Well, we was all out in front of the building one day, and Shawn come up and
he showed it to me and told me about it . . . [s]howed his hand, his injury,
Shawn did . . . [a]nd Matt told Shawn to go to the hospital about his finger.
And said that he was going to take care of it.

In estimating when these events took place, Mixon stated that they happened a few weeks

or a month after he started working there.  He did not know when Claimant was injured. But

Mixon agreed that he did not direct Claimant in his job, and that he would not have been

the one to whom Claimant should have reported an injury.

In his testimony, Mixon admitted that he was not present when Claimant was hired.

Mixon is no longer working with Foster Construction, and instead is working with Jeff Reed.

When asked why, he responded that his paychecks began bearing Reed’s name instead

of Foster’s.  Regardless, it was his testimony that he hardly ever interacted with Foster.

The following exchange took place:
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Q. Okay.  Was your primary interaction with Mr. Foster the fact that you
got a check from him?

A. Yes, that’s why I know that, you know.

Q. That’s your only involvement with Mr. Foster?

A. Right.

Q. Okay.  Otherwise, you would take direction from Bruce Reed or
somebody else.  Is that right?

A. I would take, yes, from him and Bruce and Jeff.

Q. Okay.

A. We had so many boss men there.

Q. All right.  But your primary interaction with Mr. Foster was the fact that
you got a check from him on a weekly basis?

A. Right.

Claimant, who has a 12th-grade education, testified that his work history has been

in construction.  He previously worked for Scott and Bruce Reed, but was laid off.  In

September 2013, he approached Foster and asked if they were hiring, and Foster replied

that Bruce was busy.  Claimant does not believe that Bruce is employed by Foster.  The

next week, Claimant returned and talked with Bruce, who told him that he would give him

a job.  He related that Bruce Reed owns both 315 and 501 Main Street and “is the one that

hired me back.”  Claimant stated that he was hired at the rate of $12.00 per hour for

“[f]raming, carpentry, sheetrock work, flooring, tying steel, form works for the sheer walls,

elevator shafts, and that’s basically my job title that I was–that I was in charge of.”  It was

his understanding that he was working for Scott Reed; but his first paycheck and each one

thereafter bore the name of Foster Construction.  Asked if taxes were withheld, Claimant
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responded:  “Sometimes yes, sometimes no.”  But this directly contradicted his deposition

testimony that nothing was ever withheld from his paycheck.  Asked to explain this

discrepancy, Claimant stated:  “There was not taxes that were taken out.  I was just given

a paper check that didn’t even have any breakdowns of Social Security, Medicaid, taxes

withheld.  All I got was a printed check.”  Claimant could not explain why the Form 1099

that was sent to his address was returned.  He admitted that he did not file a 2013 income

tax return.

He worked an average of 45 hours each week.  Claimant was not paid overtime.

As for his work hours, he stated:  “You had to be there from 7:00 until 3:30, sometimes

you’d get off maybe at 5:00 or 5:30, working overtime.”  He punched a time clock.  As for

who was in charge, Claimant testified that one day Foster put the workers under the control

of himself (Claimant) and a coworker named Chap.  He added:  “On the days where we

had to do the work, in order to have stuff done, Matt Foster is the one that would tell us

what to do what he wanted done and how he wanted it done.  And that’s what we would

do.”  But on cross-examination, he agreed that he never discussed any terms of

employment with Foster; this was done with Bruce Reed.

The following exchange took place:

Q. Okay.  Do you remember in your deposition telling me that you did not
consider who you got your check from as your employer?  Do you
remember that?

A. I can’t recall that.  I may have said that, but the thing of it is, is I got
my checks from Matt Foster solely, printed with his name, LLC, Matt
Foster, on it.  It wasn’t Scott Reed, LLC.  So I figured basically at this
time, if I’m getting my check from him, then either he is my employer
under the superintendent and that’s the way that I figured it worked.
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In his deposition, he testified that he did not base his conclusion of Foster being his

employer on his paycheck.  In fact, he stated that he assumed that Bruce and Scott Reed

were his employers “until [he] got his first check from Matt.”  The following exchange took

place:

Q. You assumed Scott Reed and Bruce Reed were your employer?

A. That’s correct.

Q. Okay.  Regardless of who paid you?

A. That’s correct.

Q. Okay.  Matt Foster didn’t hire you?

A. No, he didn’t.

Q. Okay.  Matt Foster didn’t have anything to do with the terms or the
contract or anything, did he?  That was all told to you and described
to you by Mr. Reed?

A. That’s correct.

Q. Okay.  Bruce Reed was the one who set the terms?

A. Correct.

Q. And you believed you were employed back by Scott Reed
Construction, that you had worked for before?

A. Correct.

Q. Okay.  Bruce Reed was the one who told you he wanted to hire you.
Is that right?

A. He is the one that did hire me.

Claimant agreed that he never filled out an employment application for the position

he held at the time he was injured.  But he did sign an independent contractor agreement

with Foster Construction on July 22, 2013, and did so four days after he obtained the
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certificate of non-coverage.  But when questioned by me, he stated that he signed the

agreement and the application for the certificate on the same day.  Later, he admitted that

he was unsure of the date.  He also testified that he did not notice that Foster Construction

was listed on the agreement.  Shown the Form AR-C he prepared on November 20, 2013

in connection with this action, he admitted that he listed as his employer “Scott Reed

Construction LLC/Matt Foster LLC,” and that the address and phone number he listed was

for Scott Reed Construction.  He admitted that he did this because he believed that he was

employed by Scott Reed Construction.  But he later added that he was pro se at the time

he prepared this form, and did not understand the legal distinction between an employee

and an independent contractor.  The following exchange occurred:

Q. The only person you negotiated about your employment and told that
you wanted to earn $12.00 an hour was Bruce Reed.  Correct?

A. That’s correct.

Q. Not Matt Foster?

A. No, not Matt Foster.  He asked me how much I was making, is what
he asked me.

Q. Because he didn’t even know, did he?

A. No, he didn’t know.

Q. Okay.

A. But he asked me how much you were making and I said Bruce gave
me 12 instead of the 10 that I used to make.  He said okay.

Later, this exchange took place:

Q. All right.  Mr. Thomas, just like at the time that you filed the Form C in
this particular case, you still believed Scott Reed and Bruce Reed
were your employer.  Is that right?
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A. That’s what I thought.

Q. Okay.  And that’s what you thought as of November 20, 2013, and
that’s what you thought whenever you were beginning work.  Is that
correct?

A. That’s the way it’s always been, yes.

Q. Okay.  You didn’t consider Matt Foster your employer, did you?

A. No, I didn’t.

Claimant furnished his own tool bag; “just basically a hammer and my pouches,

that’s all, and a level.”  The rest, including power saws, digging bars, drills and shovels,

were furnished by Foster.

Shown page 13 of Respondents’ Exhibit 1, Claimant identified it as the certificate

of non-coverage that he signed.  He explained that one day, he and other workers were

approached by an individual who kept the time clock.  The individual instructed them that

they had to come to the Commission and sign the document; and that they could not return

to work there if they failed to do so.  Asked if he read the certificate, Claimant replied:  “I

really–I believe I did, but I’m just thinking that it’s insurance to be covered on the job, is why

we came here.”  Claimant testified that Foster’s signature on the document was added

later–that he was not present at the Commission that day.

On Friday, November 1, 2013, according to Claimant, he was injured on the job.

Describing the alleged incident, he related:

I showed up for work.  We had to be there at 7:00.  I arrived about 6:45.  We
had to wait for somebody to come and open the game box in order to
check the tools out, as we did on a daily basis.  At the time, I checked
out two extension cords, a Skilsaw, a digging bar, and it’s about five-foot
long, probably weighs approximately 40 pounds at the most.  I began to carry
my equipment upstairs because we had been working on the roof that day
. . . [y]ou had to climb three flights of stairs to get to the top of the roof, then
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there’s a parapet on top of that, which we were working, and on that day I
was extracting the brick work abound the parapet of the building so that it
could be weather-proofed, so they could put some weather-proofing on . . .
the digging bar slipped off my shoulder; it hit the wall in the stairwell; it
bounced back and it was going down the stairwell; so I tried to catch it and
keep it from going down the stairwell so nobody got hit, you know, I didn’t
want nobody to get impaled or anything like that, which could have
happened.  So, at the time that I tried to keep it from going down the
stairwell, I tried to catch it and bat it back, but it was so heavy, it just caught
my hand and popped it.  I had my gloves on that day.  I moved my fingers,
and I said, okay, well, it’s not broke.  I went back to work.  At that time, I was
cleaning out all of the brick debris from the parapet of the building.  That
whole day it was just hurting.

(Emphasis added)  Claimant stated that at that point, he went and found Mixon.  He did not

tell Bruce Reed about the injury until he arrived at the job site later that morning.  Foster

was out of town.  Claimant described Bruce Reed as “the sole person that runs the entire

job.”  He added:  “I’m thinking Matt is the subcontractor for that job, and that’s how I know

how it worked.”  Claimant told Bruce about his hand injury because he believed that he or

Scott Reed was his employer.

Claimant’s testimony was that after he reported the injury to Bruce, he went back

to work.  He had “a little puncture wound” in his hand, and it cleaned and bandaged it.  The

following weekend, his only symptom was a swollen pinky.  When he returned to work that

following Monday, he worked until about 11:30 a.m. but had to quit because his “hand was

hurting so bad to where it was crooked over.”  He added:

So I went and I found Matt out in front of the building, and I told him, “Matt,
you know, Friday I got hit by a digging bar.  I don’t know if Bruce told you or
not.”  And basically, at that time, you know, I said, you know, “I can’t do it.
It’s hurting too bad.”  And Matt is the one that told me, you know, you need
to go to the hospital.  And on that day, they kept me, which is the 4th of
November 2013.
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Claimant went to the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences, and was transferred to

Baptist Hospital.  There, he underwent surgery by Dr. Christopher Stewart that involved the

draining of pus from the wound.  He was hospitalized for one week.

Thereafter, Claimant stated that he informed Foster that he would be off work for

two months.  He stated that Foster told him, “If you need anything, just let me know and

I’ll take care of it.”  Claimant stated that he asked for monetary help with his prescriptions;

but help was not forthcoming.

After his surgery, Claimant underwent physical therapy.  But he discontinued it

because he could not afford to travel there.  He saw Dr. Stewart three more times.  No one

has released him from treatment, and he stated that he has not returned to the doctor

because he cannot afford to do so.  His testimony is that he is still experiencing problems,

which he described as “nerve damage,” with his hand.  Claimant added that he has no

feeling in his thumb, index or middle fingers.  The feeling in his ring finger is trying to come

back, and his pinky cannot be extended.

According to Claimant, he has worked nowhere since November 4, 2013.  Asked

on direct examination if he has tried to find work, he responded:  “I’ve been wanting to.”

But on cross-examination, he admitted that he has done nothing to look for work.  Neither

Foster nor anyone from Foster Construction has contacted him about returning to work.

On November 15, 2013, Claimant was involved in an automobile accident in which

he again hurt his right hand.  He stated that it “[j]ust kind of bumped it, I guess, kind of

bruised up.”  It struck the car door.  Regardless, he believes that his current hand problems

are related to it being struck by the digging bar.  There are two braces or splints that he

uses on his hand.  But neither has been prescribed.
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Called by Respondents, Matt Foster testified that he is the owner of Foster

Construction.  The following exchange took place:

Q. Now, if you would, do you make the decisions as to who actually
works for Matt Foster Construction Company?

A. I do now.  At the time of this incident and Shawn Thomas’ hiring, there
was definitely a lot of hiring by Bruce Reed.  There was a little bit of
an unusual kind of arrangement we had.  Bruce Reed was a–he was
a project manager, owner’s representative, and he took liberties to
hire people from time to time.

. . .

Q. Well, would you determine who is an employee and how?

A. You know, I definitely had authority to hire and fire, but I was
also–there was also hires made that were not, that I wasn’t, you know,
I didn’t have a say so in the hire itself.

According to Foster, Claimant was brought aboard as “a sole proprietor.”  He was

hired for his expertise in tying rebar for structural sheer walls that were being installed at

315 Main Street.  Foster has no expertise in this area.  Shown the certificate of non-

coverage in evidence, he testified that he always required one from sole proprietors that

are brought on a project.  In turn, he identified the independent contractor agreement as

one that “lays out the terms and pay methods for any sole proprietors that we would bring

on.”  With respect to the Form 1099, he testified that it reflects what Claimant was paid by

Foster Construction during the period covered.  No withholding was taken from his

paycheck because this was the policy with respect to “subcontractors or sole

proprietorships.”

It was Foster’s testimony that Claimant from July 2013 on was never considered an

employee of Foster Construction.  Foster did not negotiate any terms with him.  Bruce
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Reed wanted to hire him because of his expertise in tying rebar.  Because of Foster’s lack

of experience, he would not have corrected Claimant on his job performance in this area.

Foster added that neither Bruce nor Scott Reed were employees of Foster Construction,

either.  He added:

You know, again, it was kind of an unusual arrangement, and so specifically,
you know, Shawn received checks from my company, and we did give them
direction, some of the sole proprietors that were hired on by Bruce Reed, but,
you know, at the end of the day, I guess his status, his position, with the
company was that he was hired on by Bruce to tie rebar, and that was kind
of my understanding of the arrangement.

Asked to explain what he meant by “direction,” Foster responded:

They were, you know, sole proprietors [who] were given a little bit more
freedom to kind of tackle the projects and the means and methods.  They
were given a little bit more freedom to, I guess, choose their means and
methods, their timing, their schedule to complete the projects that they were
put on.  Yes, I would tell them, hey, we’ve got to get, you know, wall number
A, B, C or D, we’ve got to get this thing done by the end of the week so that
we can have our concrete trucks here by next week, for example, but as far
as the finite aspects of the job, how to tie rebar and how to place rebar, that
was left up to the sole proprietors.

Foster reiterated that Claimant was one of these “sole proprietors,” and that this was

spelled out in the independent contractor agreement.  That agreement provides that

Claimant was to furnish his own workers’ compensation coverage or obtain a waiver of

such from the Commission.  His testimony was that he employed individuals as general

laborers, and that they are employees and withholding is taken from their paychecks.  But

this was not done with respect to Claimant because “[h]e was a 1099 sole proprietorship

independent contractor.”  Foster Construction had about 25 individuals working for it during

the period at issue.  Around 15 were independent contractors and 10 or so were

employees.  He explained:
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Anybody that we were paying taxes for were guys that were, you know,
clean-up guys or kind of do-it-all guys that could kind of hop around and do
certain–you know, come over here and sweep and they could come over
here to another job and, say, cut some boards, whereas a sole proprietor
was more of a specialized tradesman.

According to Foster, at some point after November 2013, Claimant texted him twice

to request that he represent that Claimant had been his employee for 10 years so that he

would qualify for a loan.  Because this was not true, Foster declined to even respond to the

request.

The following exchange took place on cross-examination:

Q. Mr. Foster, at the beginning of your testimony, in response to one of
Mr. Wade’s questions, you mentioned that there was an unusual
relationship with Bruce Reed, what was the nature of the relationship
between Matt Foster Construction and Bruce Reed?

A. Well, it was unusual because usually on a big job like this, you’ve got
an owner, you’ve got a general contractor, you’ve got subcontractors
underneath the general contractor, well, we were–I was not the
general contractor on the job, and I was, basically, doing all the jobs
that the general contractor couldn’t fit within Scott Reed’s budget.  So
I was doing all the mop-up work, the tough work, that they couldn’t
take on for Scott Reed’s budget costs.  So that led us to an
arrangement where I was basically performing these jobs for Scott
and Bruce Reed and being directly reimbursed by Scott Reed for the
jobs.

Q. Bruce Reed did have authority to hire, to engage the services of
people for Matt Foster Construction, didn’t he?

A. Yeah, yeah, he did.  I mean, that’s where it was unusual because
he would hire people, and you know, they were basically under
his direction, but because I had the contractor’s license and the
infrastructure to, you know, print checks and pay taxes, all the
cash ran through my accounts and through my company.

Q. Did it surprise you when you learned that Bruce Reed had gone
out and engaged the services of Mr. Thomas on behalf of Matt
Foster Construction?
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1Again, Claimant referred to the tool that caused his hand injury as a “digging
bar.”

A. No.

. . .

Q. Did it surprise you that Bruce Reed was engaging the services
of Mr. Thomas on behalf of Matt Foster Construction Company?

A. No, it didn’t.

. . .

Q. Do you have an opinion one way or the other whether he was an
employee of Bruce Reed or Scott Reed?

A. I mean, if you want my opinion, technically he was receiving
direction and cash from them, even though it was run through
my account, yeah, I mean, technically, if Bruce or Scott wanted
him to do something and told me to get out of the way, I wouldn’t
have much of a say in that.

Q. In other words, don’t let me put words in your mouth, is it fair to
say that you did what Bruce and Scott told you to do?

A. Exactly.

Q. All right.  Okay.  And that would include dealing with subordinates that
worked underneath you–

A. Sure.

Q. –that, I guess, would be contractors or employees?

A. Sure.

(Emphasis added)

Foster testified that he does not own a breaker bar.1  And he stated that “a lot of the

sole proprietors that were on the job site had saws and tools.”  But he agreed that “if

somebody needed something to get to work, mean, I’ve got tools, I’ve always had tools,
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and I wouldn’t let that slow my job down.”  Foster also admitted that Claimant punched a

time clock at the job site, explaining that it opened at 7:00 a.m. each day and that everyone

needed to arrive at the same time in order for things to run correctly.  But he added that

Claimant regularly arrived late and was absent a lot without being “punished or fired,” so

he came and went as he pleased.  His testimony was that he did not own the clocks, but

they were

just an easy way for us to monitor people’s time when they were there,
because that’s how we pay them, by the hour.  The jobs were so fluid by
nature, there are so many variables, that it is impossible for subcontractors
to give us a fixed price on a job, so we determined that by these guys
clocking in and giving us the hours at the end of the week, we determined
that was the best way to pay them.

According to Foster, he is now operating under the business entity “MWF

Construction, LLC.”  The following exchange took place:

Q. Why was the contractor’s license for Matt Foster, LLC, allowed to
lapse?

A. Because insurance premiums got too high, so we just, we started a
new company.

Q. Does that include workers’ compensation insurance premiums?

A. Yes.

As for the injury at issue, Foster related that Claimant did not inform him of it until

“several weeks afterwards.”  Claimant showed him his swollen finger, and Foster

responded that he needed to go to the hospital.  But Claimant did not mention that it was

due to a job site injury.  Foster maintained that he promised Claimant that he would help

him in any way that he could, but that was not a promise to reimburse him for his treatment

or to furnish him workers’ compensation coverage.
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Recalled to the witness stand to offer rebuttal testimony, Claimant stated that he

texted Foster about the employment confirmation because at that point, he still believed

he worked for the Reeds and wanted confirmation of previous employment with them as

well.  The reference was needed to rent an apartment, not obtain a loan.  The following

exchange also took place:

Q. Did you or did you not say anything to him about whether or not you
had hurt yourself on the job?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. What did you say?

A. I told him, basically, I needed to go to the hospital, because my hand
was swollen.  He asked me what happened.  I told him, I said, “Matt,
I don’t know if Bruce told you or if you heard from someone else, but
I got hit by that digging bar that last Friday when you were on your
hunting trip.”  That’s exactly what I told him, I got hurt here on this job,
this building, 524, I guess it is, is where it happened.  After that, that’s
when he sent me to the hospital.

Medical Records.  The medical records in evidence, contained in Claimant’s Exhibit

1, reflect the following:

On November 5, 2013, Claimant underwent drainage of his right small finger flexor

and extensor tendon sheath and drainage of the right hypothenar space.  His pre and post-

operative diagnoses were (1) right small finger flexor and extensor tenosynovitis and (2)

right hypothenar palmer space bursitis and infection.  The operative note by Dr. Stewart

reads:

The patient is a 41-year-old black male who had something fall on his right
small finger while he was at work at a construction job.  He had a small
culture wound on the dorsal aspect of the finger and over the next several
days he started to develop a swollen redness and increasing pain.  He was
transferred from an outside facility.  He [was] noted to have flexor
tenosynovitis, high white count and needed drainage of the tendon sheath.
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The patient will need to be non-weight bear on the right upper extremity for
approximately 2 weeks.

The discharge note dated November 8, 2013 reads:

The patient is a 42-year-old right-hand dominant black male who had a
puncture wound to his right small finger several days before he was seen at
an outside ER.  He did not have any fingers [?] but had increasing swelling,
loss of motion.  He had an elevated white count at the outside facility.  They
were unable to transfer the patient to a hand surgeon, so he was transferred
to Baptist for definitive orthopedic care . . . [t]here was gross purulence in the
hand and the finger which was drained and packed . . . [h]e had a blood
culture which was negative.  He had tissue cultures which grew MRSA, group
A strep, and diphtheroid bacilli.

Claimant was administered oral and intravenous antibiotics.  A note from Baptist Health

dated November 8, 2013 reads:  “Admitted for hand injury with staph infection.  Will need

to be released by Dr. Christopher Stewart to return to work.”

Stewart saw Claimant again on November 13, 2013 and noted that Claimant needed

to be on antibiotics for another four to six weeks per infectious disease protocol and that

“[h]e is very stiff but his swelling has improved.”  He added:

On physical examination, we removed the sutures overlying the medial
portion of the right ring finger.  He has some granulation tissue but it appears
to be healing well.  He had an area of puncture wound which is healing which
was not closed.  The transverse palmar crease incision was not closed but
is slow to heal.  There is decreased sensation.  There is no gross purulence,
no cellulitis.  There is mild clubbing of the fingernails.  There is normal
capillary refill to the fingertips.  He has normal sensation.  He is extremely
stiff in the small finger.  He has some ROM and I am passively able to move
his index, middle and ring finger but his small finger is very stiff with a lot of
pain inhibition . . . We will [be] having him start working with OT.  Specifically,
we need to do compression wrapping to decrease the rest of his swelling,
work on finger ROM, ADL and improving ROM.  We gave him a prescription
of Flexeril p.r.n. muscle spasms.  I also placed him on diclofenac for 1 month
as an anti-inflammatory and also gave him Lortab p.r.n. pain.

I will see the patient back in 2-3 weeks.  At that time we will do another hand
evaluation.
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On December 4, 2013, Claimant went back to Stewart for the last time.  The record

reflects that Claimant gave the following history:

He completed a course of Zyvox and Augmentin after being discharged.  He
is not on antibiotics.  He is not having any wound drainage, no fever or chills.
He still has loss of motion.  He states that since his injury, he also has
decreased sensation over the median nerve distribution.  He stated that this
has gotten a little better but he has significant loss of sensation in the median
nerve distribution of the right hand.  His main complaint is some stiffness and
also this loss of motion.

Examination revealed the following:

On physical examination, he has a healed incision in the right palmar hand.
He has a healing I&D site on the radial side of the small finger.  There is
some scab formation and granulation in the distal aspect.  The proximal half
has healed.  He does have decreased sensation over the medial nerve
distribution.  He also has some early thenar atrophy.  Tinel is negative.
Phalen’s was unquestionably positive.  Capillary refill is normal to the
fingertips, less than 2 seconds.  He has normal ulnar nerve sensation,
normal radial nerve sensation.  He has full passive ROM of the index, middle
and ring finger although he has decreased active motion.  His small finger
does show some passive ROM of the DIP, PIP and slight bit of decreased
passive flexion of the MCP but he does have decreased active ROM.  There
is no intrinsic tightness.  There are no contractures I see.

Stewart assessed him as having, inter alia, “[r]ight small finger tenosynovitis” and “[r]ight

hand stiffness secondary to swelling” and added:

He has not been able to see OT yet and I recommend he go but I have
instructed him on the exercises that he needs to do.  I plan to see him back
in 3-4 weeks.  We are going to get an EMG to determine if he has any carpal
tunnel syndrome as he does appear to have symptoms of carpal tunnel.
Otherwise, he is to call use if he has any fever or recurrent swelling or wound
drainage.

Non-medical Records.  The non-medical records in evidence, contained in

Respondents’ Exhibit 1, reflect the following:

Claimant was issued a certificate of non-coverage by the Commission on July 18,

2013.  Four days later, on July 22, 2013, Claimant signed an Independent Contractor
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Agreement with Foster Construction.  In it, he agreed to “PREPARE FORMS AND

INSTALL STRUCTURAL SHEER WALLS” (emphasis in original) for compensation of

$12.00 per hour.  The agreement also contained the following terms:

Method of Performing Services  Contractor [Claimant] will determine the
method, details, and means of performing the above-described services,
including the determination of the need for and hiring of assistants at the
Contractors [sic] own expense.  The Corporation [Foster Construction] may
not control, direct, or otherwise supervise Contractor’s assistants or
employees in the performance of those services.

. . .

Tools and Instruments  Contractor will supply all tools, equipment, and
supplies required to perform the services under this Agreement.

Workers [sic] Compensation  Contractor agrees to provide workers’
compensation insurance or a Certificate of Non-Coverage obtained from the
Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission for Contractor’s employees
and agents and agrees to hold harmless and indemnify Corporation for any
and all claims arising out of any injury, disability, or death of any of
Contractor’s employees or agents.

ADJUDICATION

A. Whether Claimant was an employee or an independent contractor.

Claimant has alleged that on or about November 1, 2013, he sustained a

compensable injury to his right hand while employed at Respondent Foster Construction.

Respondents dispute this and have contended, inter alia, that Claimant was an

independent contractor and not an employee on the above date.

If he does not meet the definition of “employee” contained in Ark. Code Ann. §

11-9-102(9)(A) (Repl. 2012), his alleged injury is not one governed by the provisions of the

Arkansas Workers' Compensation Act.  Whether a claimant was an independent contractor

or an employee at the time she was injured is a question of fact.  Moore v. Long Bell
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Lumber Co., 228 Ark. 345, 307 S.W.2d 533 (1957); Franklin v. Arkansas Kraft, Inc., 5 Ark.

App. 264, 635 S.W.2d 286 (1982).  It turns on a number of factors related to the alleged

employer's right to control and of factors related to the relationship of the work to the

alleged employer's business.  These have been set out in D. B. Griffen Warehouse, Inc.

v. Sanders, 336 Ark. 456, 986 S.W.2d 836 (1999):

1. the extent of control which, by the agreement, the master may exercise over
the details of the work;

2. whether or not the one employed is engaged in a distinct occupation or
business;

3. the kind of occupation, with reference to whether in the locality, the work is
usually done under the direction of the employer or by a specialist without
supervision;

4. the skill required in the particular occupation;

5. whether the employer or the workman supplies the instrumentalities, tools,
and the place of work for the person doing the work;

6. the length of time for which the person is employed;

7. the method of payment, whether by the time or by the job;

8. whether or not the work is a part of the regular business of the employer; and

9. whether or not the parties believe they are creating the relation of master and
servant; and whether the principal is or is not in business.

(citing Restatement (Second) of Agency § 220).  See Dickens v. Farm Bureau Mutual Ins.

Co., 315 Ark. 514, 868 S.W.2d 476 (1994).

This list is not exhaustive; there may be other factors worthy of consideration.

Furthermore, some of the factors set out above may not be relevant in a given case.  It falls

to the Commission to accord weight to the factors to arrive at a determination.  Franklin,

supra.  However, the Supreme Court has stated that the “right of control” is the primary
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factor in determining whether the relationship is one of agency or independent contractor.

Riddell Flying Svc. v. Callahan, 90 Ark. App. 388, 206 S.W.2d 284 (2005).

Under Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-705(a)(3) (Repl. 2012), Claimant must prove by a

preponderance of the evidence that Foster Construction was his employer.  This standard

means the evidence having greater weight or convincing force.  Barre v. Hoffman, 2009

Ark. 373, 326 S.W.3d 415; Smith v. Magnet Cove Barium Corp., 212 Ark. 491, 206 S.W.2d

442 (1947).

The determination of a witness’ credibility and how much weight to accord to that

person’s testimony are solely up to the Commission.  White v. Gregg Agricultural Ent., 72

Ark. App. 309, 37 S.W.3d 649 (2001).  The Commission must sort through conflicting

evidence and determine the true facts.  Id.  In so doing, the Commission is not required to

believe the testimony of the claimant or any other witness, but may accept and translate

into findings of fact only those portions of the testimony that it deems worthy of belief.  Id.

After consideration of the evidence in light of the above authorities, I find that a

preponderance of the credible evidence establishes that Claimant was an employee of

Respondent Foster Construction.  With respect to the first factor, the extent of control the

master may exercise over the details of the work under the agreement, Claimant and

Foster Construction executed an agreement that provided:

Method of Performing Services  Contractor [Claimant] will determine the
method, details, and means of performing the above-described services,
including the determination of the need for and hiring of assistants at the
Contractors [sic] own expense.  The Corporation [Foster Construction] may
not control, direct, or otherwise supervise Contractor’s assistants or
employees in the performance of those services.
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Foster’s testimony was that he lacks expertise in the area of tying rebar–the job that

Claimant was retained to perform.  For that reason, he did not and would not have

exercised control over the details of Claimant’s work.  But Foster made the following

admission on cross-examination:

Q. Bruce Reed did have authority to hire, to engage the services of
people for Matt Foster Construction, didn’t he?

A. Yeah, yeah, he did.  I mean, that’s where it was unusual because he
would hire people, and you know, they were basically under his
direction, but because I had the contractor’s license and the
infrastructure to, you know, print checks and pay taxes, all the cash
ran through my accounts and through my company.

Q. Did it surprise you when you learned that Bruce Reed had gone out
and engaged the services of Mr. Thomas on behalf of Matt Foster
Construction?

A. No.

Thus, Bruce Reed at the job site was acting on behalf of Foster Construction.  Foster

agreed that Bruce acted as, inter alia, the “project manager.”  In this capacity, he

supervised Claimant.  Later on in his cross-examination, Foster made an even more

enlightening remark.  The exchange, quoted above, bears repeating at length:

Q. Do you have an opinion one way or the other whether he was an
employee of Bruce Reed or Scott Reed?

A. I mean, if you want my opinion, technically he was receiving direction
and cash from them, even though it was run through my account,
yeah, I mean, technically, if Bruce or Scott wanted him to do
something and told me to get out of the way, I wouldn’t have much of
a say in that.

Q. In other words, don’t let me put words in your mouth, is it fair to say
that you did what Bruce and Scott told you to do?

A. Exactly.
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Q. All right.  Okay.  And that would include dealing with subordinates that
worked underneath you–

A. Sure.

Foster admitted that from his standpoint, Claimant was an employee of Scott and Bruce

Reed and was subject to their control.  Again, this must be coupled with his earlier

admission that Bruce Reed acted on behalf of Foster Construction.  This critical factor

weighs in favor of a finding that Claimant was an employee of the respondent.

As for Factors 2-4, Claimant did not have his own business.  While being a rebar-tie-

er and wall-builder is clearly a distinct and skilled occupation, one that could be done by

either an employee or by an independent contractor, this was not delved into extensively

at the hearing.

In reference to the fifth factor, Claimant provided his own tool bag; “just basically a

hammer and my pouches, that’s all, and a level.”  He maintained that everything else was

furnished by Foster.  In his testimony, Foster disputed this.  His testimony was that he did

not even own a digging bar.  But he added that he would loan the “sole proprietors” (his

terminology for workers such as Claimant, whom he believes are independent contractors)

tools to the extent necessary to complete the job.  I find it very relevant that the morning

Claimant was injured, November 1, 2013, he “checked out” from the “game box” (his

phrasing) two extension cords, a Skilsaw and a digging bar–with the last item being the one

that caused the wound to his hand.  While those tools that Claimant was able to check out

perhaps belonged to Bruce Reed, it is again important to note that he was authorized to

act on behalf of Foster Construction.
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Regarding the sixth and seventh factors, the independent contractor agreement

provided that it would expire on June 30, 2014.  But Claimant was paid not by the job, but

at an hourly rate of $12.00.  In fact, he was made to punch a time clock.  Foster testified

that the “sole proprietors” were paid hourly–as the general laborers who were treated as

employees–because it was an easy method to do so because the nature of the jobs made

it difficult to price them by the task.  I credit Claimant’s testimony, corroborated by King and

Mixon, that he was expected to be at work there from 7:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.  There was

no withholding taken from Claimant’s paycheck; he was provided a Form 1099 rather than

a W-2.  But it is noteworthy that in Callahan v. Riddell Flying Service, 2004 AWCC 49,

Claim No. E702846 (Full Commission Opinion filed March 12, 2004), aff’d, 90 Ark. App.

388, 206 S.W.3d 284 (2005), the Commission stated that whether the claimant received

a 1099 or a W-2 is only one factor and not dispositive of the issue of whether one is an

employee.

As for the eighth factor, Foster Construction was not, strictly speaking, in the rebar-

typing and wall-building business alone.  But as Foster related on the stand and the

evidence shows, it was in the business of remodeling buildings such as the one at 315

Main Street.  Clearly, the above tasks, which Claimant was hired to perform, were a central

component of its regular business.  As the Arkansas Supreme Court stated in Sandy v.

Salter, 260 Ark. 486, 541 S.W.2d 929 (1976), the more the claimant’s occupation

resembles the alleged employer’s business, the more likely he is an employee.

Concerning the final factor, whether or not the parties believed they are creating the

relation of master and servant, and whether the principal is or is not in business,

Respondents would point to Foster Construction requiring Claimant to obtain a certificate
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2Also, I credit Claimant’s testimony that while he signed the agreement, he did so
without recognizing the legal distinction between an “employee” and an “independent
contractor.”

of non-coverage and that he sign the independent contractor agreement as illustrating their

position.  But this is undercut by the fact that the parties did not strictly adhere to the

agreement.2  The agreement reads in pertinent part:

Method of Performing Services  Contractor [Claimant] will determine the
method, details, and means of performing the above-described services,
including the determination of the need for and hiring of assistants at the
Contractors [sic] own expense.  The Corporation [Foster Construction] may
not control, direct, or otherwise supervise Contractor’s assistants or
employees in the performance of those services.

. . .

Tools and Instruments  Contractor will supply all tools, equipment, and
supplies required to perform the services under this Agreement.

But while Claimant worked with and supervised others on the job site, they were not

“assistants” or “employees” of his but instead had apparently been hired by Foster

Construction–which is (or was) a business.  Moreover, as discussed above, he was

furnished tools to perform his job.  In fact, he was injured while carrying tools he had

checked out.  This, coupled with Foster’s admission/opinion that Bruce Reed (who, again,

was authorized to act on behalf of Foster Construction) functioned as Claimant’s employer,

leads to the conclusion that this agreement was mere window-dressing.  The same can be

said of the certificate of non-coverage.  In considering all of the D.B. Griffen Warehouse

factors, with extra emphasis placed on the first per Riddell Flying Svc., supra, the

preponderance of the evidence shows that Claimant was an employee and not an

independent contractor of Respondent Foster Construction.
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B. Whether Claimant sustained a compensable injury to his right hand.

Claimant has alleged that on November 1, 2013, he sustained a compensable injury

to his right hand while employed at Respondent Foster Construction.  Respondents dispute

this.

Arkansas Code Annotated § 11-9-102(4)(A)(i) (Repl. 2012) defines “compensable

injury”:

An accidental injury causing internal or external physical harm to the body
. . . arising out of and in the course of employment and which requires
medical services or results in disability or death.  An injury is “accidental” only
if it is caused by a specific incident and is identifiable by time and place of
occurrence[.]

A compensable injury must be established by medical evidence supported by objective

findings.  Id. § 11-9-102(4)(D).  “Objective findings” are those findings that cannot come

under the voluntary control of the patient.  Id. § 11-9-102(16)(A)(i).  The element “arising

out of . . . [the] employment” relates to the causal connection between the claimant’s injury

and his or her employment.  City of El Dorado v. Sartor, 21 Ark. App. 143, 729 S.W.2d 430

(1987).  An injury arises out of a claimant’s employment “when a causal connection

between work conditions and the injury is apparent to the rational mind.”  Id.

If the claimant fails to establish by a preponderance of the evidence any of the

requirements for establishing compensability, compensation must be denied.  Mikel v.

Engineered Specialty Plastics, 56 Ark. App. 126, 938 S.W.2d 876 (1997).

At the hearing, Claimant gave credible testimony that on the morning of November

1, 2013, while working for Foster Construction, he was on the job site and carrying

tools–including a digging bar that weighed around 40 pounds–up a flight of stairs.  He

dropped the bar and, in his efforts to catch it, it struck and “popped” his right hand.
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3Per DORLAND’S ILLUSTRATED MEDICAL DICTIONARY 1865 (30th ed. 2003),
“tenosynovitis” is defined as “inflammation of a tendon sheath.”

Claimant later examined his hand and noted the presence of a puncture wound.  He

showed his hand to Mixon and, per Mixon’s recollection, told him that a pipe had struck

him.  I find this to be corroborative.  Dr. Stewart confirmed the presence of the wound.

This is an objective finding of an injury that caused internal or external physical harm

to the body and required medical services.  The injury arose out of and in the course of his

employment at Foster Construction.   His injury was also “accidental” because it was

caused by a specific incident and is identifiable by time and place of occurrence.  In sum,

Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that he sustained a

compensable injury to his right small finger.

The question remains, however, whether the, inter alia, tenosynovitis3 and bacterial

infection(s) that occurred thereafter in his hand were compensable consequences of his

work-related finger injury.  If an injury is compensable, every natural consequence of that

injury is likewise compensable.  Air Compressor Equip. Co. v. Sword, 69 Ark. App. 162, 11

S.W.3d 1 (2000).  The test is whether a causal connection between the two episodes

exists.  Id.; Jeter v. McGinty Mech., 62 Ark. App. 53, 968 S.W.2d 645 (1998).  The

existence of a causal connection is a question of fact for the Commission.  Id.; Carter v.

Flintrol, Inc., 19 Ark. App. 317, 720 S.W.2d 337 (1986).  It is generally a matter of

inference, and possibilities may play a proper and important role in establishing that

relationship.  Osmose Wood Preserving v. Jones, 40 Ark. App. 190, 843 S.W.2d 875

(1992).  It is not essential that the causal connection be established via medical evidence.

Koster v. Custom Pak & Trissel, 2009 Ark. App. 780, ___ S.W.3d ___; Gerber Prods. v.
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McDonald, 15 Ark. App. 226, 691 S.W.2d 879 (1985).  Under Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-

705(a)(3) (Repl. 2012), Claimant has the burden of establishing the existence of a

compensable consequence by a preponderance of the evidence.  A compensable

consequence must be established utilizing all of the statutory elements of compensability.

Jones v. B.A.E. Sys., 2004 AWCC 81, Claim Nos. F001696 & F212243 (Full Commission

Opinion filed May 6, 2004).  This includes the requirement that there be medical evidence

of an injury support by objective findings.  Malone v. Mid-South Mfg., Inc., 2003 AWCC 82,

Claim No. F100223 (Full Commission Opinion filed April 28, 2003).

The testimony of Claimant was that after the digging bar incident, he was left with

a puncture wound to his right pinky.  The next two days, his finger was swollen.  When he

returned to work the following Monday, November 4, 2013, he began working.  But the pain

in his hand was so great, he had to cease working and seek medical attention.  He

underwent surgery on November 5, 2013 to drain the tendon sheath of that same right

finger, where Dr. Stewart found “gross purulence” in the hand and the finger.  Tissue

cultures from the operation disclosed the presence of Methicillin-resistant Staph Aureus

(“MRSA”), group A strep, and diphtheroid bacilli.  After consideration of the evidence, I find

that Claimant has established by a preponderance of the evidence all the elements of a

compensable consequence here.

C. When did Claimant provide notice of his alleged right hand injury?

Respondents have contended that Claimant failed to report his hand injury in a

timely manner.  In this vein, Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-701(a)(1) & (b) (Repl. 2012) provides:

(a)(1) Unless an injury either renders the employee physically or mentally
unable to do so, or is made known to the employer immediately after it
occurs, the employee shall report the injury to the employer on a form
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prescribed or approved by the Workers’ Compensation Commission and to
a person or at a place specified by the employer, and the employer shall not
be responsible for disability, medical, or other benefits prior to receipt of the
employee’s report of injury.

. . .

(b)(1) Failure to give the notice shall not bar any claim:
(A) If the employer had knowledge of the injury or death;
(B) If the employee had no knowledge that the condition or disease arose out
of and in the course of the employment; or
(C) If the commission excuses the failure on the grounds that for some
satisfactory reason the notice could not be given.

(2) Objection to failure to give notice must be made at or before the first
hearing on the claim.

At the hearing, Claimant gave credible testimony that he told Bruce Reed about his

hand injury as soon as the latter arrived at the job site that same day.  Both Claimant and

Foster agreed at the hearing that Bruce Reed had supervisory authority over Claimant, and

I credit this.  Moreover, as discussed above, Bruce Reed had authority to act on behalf of

Respondent Foster Construction.  Knowledge of the injury by a claimant’s supervisor is

sufficient to impart it to the employer for purposes of § 11-9-701(b)(1)(A).  Harrison v.

Lasiter Asphalt Maintenance Co., 1999 AWCC 129, Claim No. E715245 (Full Commission

Opinion filed April 26, 1999).  On this basis, I find that the evidence preponderates that

Respondents had notice of Claimant’s compensable injury on the date it

occurred–November 1, 2013.

D. Whether Claimant is entitled to reasonable and necessary medical treatment.

Claimant has contended that he is entitled to reasonable and necessary medical

treatment of his compensable right hand injury.
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Arkansas Code Annotated Section 11-9-508(a) (Repl. 2012) states that an employer

shall provide for an injured employee such medical treatment as may be necessary in

connection with the injury received by the employee.  Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Brown, 82

Ark. App. 600, 120 S.W.3d 153 (2003).  But employers are liable only for such treatment

and services as are deemed necessary for the treatment of the claimant’s injuries.

DeBoard v. Colson Co., 20 Ark. App. 166, 725 S.W.2d 857 (1987).  The claimant must

prove by a preponderance of the evidence that medical treatment is reasonable and

necessary for the treatment of a compensable injury.  Brown, supra; Geo Specialty Chem.

v. Clingan, 69 Ark. App. 369, 13 S.W.3d 218 (2000).  What constitutes reasonable and

necessary medical treatment is a question of fact for the Commission.  White Consolidated

Indus. v. Galloway, 74 Ark. App. 13, 45 S.W.3d 396 (2001); Wackenhut Corp. v. Jones,

73 Ark. App. 158, 40 S.W.3d 333 (2001).

After reviewing the treatment of his compensable injuries that is in evidence, I find

that Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that all of it was reasonable

and necessary.  Respondents are responsible for all of said treatment.

As the Arkansas Court of Appeals has held, a claimant may be entitled to additional

treatment even after the healing period has ended, if said treatment is geared toward

management of the injury.  See Patchell v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 86 Ark. App. 230, 184

S.W.3d 31 (2004); Artex Hydrophonics, Inc. v. Pippin, 8 Ark. App. 200, 649 S.W.2d 845

(1983).  Such services can include those for the purpose of diagnosing the nature and

extent of the compensable injury; reducing or alleviating symptoms resulting from the

compensable injury; maintaining the level of healing achieved; or preventing further
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deterioration of the damage produced by the compensable injury.  Jordan v. Tyson Foods,

Inc., 51 Ark. App. 100, 911 S.W.2d 593 (1995); Artex, supra.

Claimant gave credible testimony that he is still experiencing problems with his hand

following the surgery by Dr. Stewart.  This is corroborated by his medical records, which

show that during his last visit, Claimant had loss of sensation and motion in his right hand.

I recognize that he testified that on November 15, 2013, he was in an automobile that

caused him to bump and bruise his right hand.  But nothing before me shows that his

problems thereafter were causally connected to the motor vehicle accident as opposed to

the work-related puncture wound, infection thereof, and surgery that was performed to

address it.  I thus find that he is entitled to return to Dr. Stewart for additional reasonable

and necessary treatment of his compensable right hand injury.

E. Whether Claimant is entitled to temporary total disability benefits.

Claimant’s compensable injuries to his right hand and small finger are scheduled

ones.  See Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-521(a)(5) & (10) (Repl. 2012).  An employee who suffers

a compensable scheduled injury is entitled to temporary total disability compensation

“during the healing period or until the employee returns to work, whichever occurs first . .

. .”  Id. § 11-9-521(a).  See Wheeler Const. Co. v. Armstrong, 73 Ark. App. 146, 41 S.W.3d

822 (2001).  The healing period ends when the underlying condition causing the disability

has become stable and nothing further in the way of treatment will improve that condition.

Mad Butcher, Inc. v. Parker, 4 Ark. App. 124, 628 S.W.2d 582 (1982).  Also, a claimant

must demonstrate that the disability lasted more than seven days.  Id. § 11-9-501(a)(1).

Claimant must prove her entitlement to temporary total disability benefits by a

preponderance of the evidence.  Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-705(a)(3) (Repl. 2012).
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An unsuccessful return to the workplace because of the effects of a work-related

injury does not foreclose a claimant being awarded temporary total disability benefits for

a scheduled injury.  See Farmers Coop. v. Biles, 77 Ark. App. 1, 69 S.W.3d 899 (2002);

Roberson v. Waste Mgmt., 58 Ark. App. 11, 944 S.W.2d 858 (1997).

As Claimant credibly testified, after he injured his hand on Friday, November 1,

2013, he went back to work.  But over that weekend, he began to suffer from, inter alia,

swelling.  His condition worsened to the point that when he returned to the job site on

Monday, November 4, 2013, he had to leave because he was unable to continue.  He

continues to suffer from hand problems causally related to his compensable injury, remains

in his healing period, and has not yet returned to work.  Therefore, Claimant has proven

by a preponderance of the evidence that he is entitled to temporary total disability benefits

from November 5, 2013 to a date yet to be determined.

F. Whether Claimant is entitled to a controverted attorney’s fee.

One of the purposes of the attorney's fee statute is to put the economic burden of

litigation on the party who makes litigation necessary.  Brass v. Weller, 23 Ark. App. 193,

745 S.W.2d 647 (1998).  Respondents have controverted this claim–including Claimant’s

entitlement to the temporary total disability benefits that have been awarded herein–in its

entirety.  His counsel is thus entitled to a controverted attorney’s fee on this amount,

pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-715 (Repl. 2012).

CONCLUSION AND AWARD

Respondents are directed to pay/furnish benefits in accordance with the findings of

fact and conclusions of law set forth above.  All accrued sums shall be paid in a lump sum

without discount, and this award shall earn interest at the legal rate until paid, pursuant to
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Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-809 (Repl. 2012).  See Couch v. First State Bank of Newport, 49

Ark. App. 102, 898 S.W.2d 57 (1995).

Claimant’s attorney is entitled to a 25 percent (25%) attorney’s fee awarded herein,

one-half of which is to be paid by Claimant and one-half to be paid by Respondents in

accordance with Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-715 (Repl. 2012).  See Death & Permanent Total

Disability Trust Fund v. Brewer, 76 Ark. App. 348, 65 S.W.3d 463 (2002).

IT IS SO ORDERED.
________________________________
Hon. O. Milton Fine II
Administrative Law Judge


